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ABSTRACT: Controlling oil of wettability behavior in
response to the underwater out stimulation has shown
promising applications in understanding and designing novel
micro- or nanofluidic devices. In this article, the pH-
manipulated underwater−oil adhesion wetting phenomenon
and superoleophobicity on the micro- and nanotexture copper
mesh films (CMF) were investigated. It should be noted that
the surface exhibits underwater superoleophobicity under
different pH values of the solution; however, the under-
water−oil adhesion behavior on the surface is dramatically
influenced by the pH value of the solution. On the basis of the thermodynamic analysis, a plausible mechanism to explain the pH-
controllable underwater−oil adhesion and superoleophobic wetting behavior observed on a micro- and nanoscale semicircular
structure has been revealed. Furthermore, variation of chemistry (intrinsic oil contact angle (OCA)) of the responsive surface
that due to the carboxylic acid groups is protonated or deprotonated by the acidic or basic solution on free energy (FE) with its
barrier (FEB) and equilibrium oil contact angle (EOCA) with it hysteresis (OCAH) are discussed. The result shows that a
critical intrinsic OCA on the micro- and nano- semicircular texture is necessary for conversion from the oil Cassie impregnating
to oil Cassie wetting state. In a water/oil/solid system, the mechanism reveals that the differences between the underwater OCA
and oil adhesive force of the responsive copper mesh film under different pH values of solution are ascribed to the different oil
wetting state that results from combining the changing intrinsic OCA and micro-/nanosemicircular structures. These results are
well in agreement with the experiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Learning from nature, for example, lotus leaves,1 rose petals,2

fish,3 and water strider’s legs,4 attention has always been paid to
preparing artificial interfacial materials with special wetting
functions. Nowadays, many efforts have been devoted to
exploring responsive surfaces with switchable adhesion in the
air, under out stimulations, for example light,5 electricity,6

magneticity,7 pH,8 and thermal treatment.9 Besides, control-
lable oil-adhesion on underwater superoleophobic surfaces has
been demanded for solving interface science problems such as
novel micropatterning and smart microfluidic gates.10,11 Based
on the surface with manipulated oil of wettability in response to
the out stimulations under underwater circumstances, the pH-
manipulated water permeation and water−oil separation film
are examined,12,13 which are useful in designing novel micro-
and nano-devices14 for advanced applications. Meanwhile,
responsive oil adhesion is helpful with oil control and
transportation under underwater circumstances. Although a
lot of research has been done in this area, pH-controllable oil
adhesion under underwater circumstances is still relatively rare.

There are two dominant approaches for controlling surface
adhesion. One can use low free energy surface chemical
composition or strengthen surface roughness.15−21 Recently,
many studies with affection for microstructures on the adhesive
property have been investigated, while the affection of surface
chemistry on surface adhesion is relatively rare, especially for
underwater pH-controllable environments. Here, a novel
method for the fabrication of controllable adhesive super-
oleophobic surfaces by modifying the chemical molecular
response on the micro- and nano-structured copper mesh film
(CMF) is proposed, and the effect of environmental pH value
on the responsive adhesion behavior is investigated. Compare
this work with others, the merits of this method are devoted to
developing a model for the wetting behavior of the CMF.
Furthermore, the model can explain the wetting mechanism of
the CMF. In a water/oil/solid system, the carboxylic acid
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groups are protonated or deprotonated for the acidic or basic
solution, resulting in the variation with the intrinsic OCA on
responsive copper mesh films, while surface chemistry (intrinsic
OCA) plays an important part in determining the value of the
oil contact angle (OCA) and its hysteresis (OCAH). Therefore,
the oil controllable adhesion is due to the different wetting
states on the responsive superoleophobic surface that results
from different intrinsic OCAs under different environmental
pH values.
In the theoretical aspect, nowadays, many simulations have

been done to design optimal superhydrophobic and super-
oleophobic surfaces.22−29 Based on these studies, we analyze
the theoretical model using thermodynamics. Particularly, this
model can solve the more important CAH. Recently, a
thermodynamic approach was investigated.30 Unfortunately,
the flat pillar microtexture surface is investigated in this mode.
In fact, the actual microtexture of superhydrophobic surfaces
possesses a circular top. In this paper, based on the
thermodynamic approach to analyze the FE and FEB of a
metastable wetting state,30−32 this issue both analytically and
numerically is presented. A general semicircular micro- and
nanotexture surface is developed to explain the mechanism of
oil wetting behavior. Particularly, this semicircular microtexture
is easy to fabricate in large enough quantities since semicircular
microtexture has not edges nor corners. Thus, it possesses good
mechanical properties. Meanwhile, the semicircular micro-
texture is similar to the actual microtexture structure which has
been investigated in the experiment. Besides, compared with
another reported paper,30,31 this paper mainly focuses on the
affection of intrinsic OCA on wetting behavior which has been
experimentally emphasized. More importantly, we extend the
model to solve the oil wetting behavior with an underwater
environment.

2. pH-RESPONSIVE UNDWEWATER OIL-ADHESION
WETTING BEHAVIOR OF MICRO- AND
NANO-STRUCTURED CMF

Figure 1a exhibits the SEM image of the original copper mesh
film (CMF). It is shown that the original CMF is relatively

smooth and the oil contact angles (OCA) are relatively lower
and unstable. The large view of the original mesh shows that
the diameter of one copper wire and the value of one square
pore are about 50 μm as illustrated in Figure 1b, respectively.
Furthermore, from Figure 1c and d, it can be found that the
microscale and many Cu(OH)2 nanoscale copper wires are
grown on the copper mesh. The Cu(OH)2 nanoscale copper
wires exhibited uniformly, with an average nanowire diameter
of 200 nm and a length of 10 000 nm. Importantly, it is noted

that the high magnification of the SEM images (Figure 1d)
consisted of many nanowires among them. The micro- or
nanohierarchical rough structures are vital to the underwater−
oil wetting behavior.
It is noted that the CMF exhibits underwater super-

oleophobicity under different pH value solutions, and the
OCA of the mesh film with pH = 12 is about 10° bigger than
that with pH = 2, as shown in Figure 2. It is clear that the

experimental results are consistent with the theory. Addition-
ally, the underwater−oil adhesive force of the CMF under
different pH values of the solution is measured by a high
sensitivity microelectromechanical balance system. Then, the
relationship between the adhesion force and distance was
recorded as shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that the oil

adhesion force of the micro- or nanotexture Cu(OH)2 mesh
films underwater is dramatically influenced by the pH value of
solution. From Figure 3a, one can see that the oil adhesive force
of the CMF for the pH = 2 solution with 48.0 ± 1 to 65.0 ± 1
μN is larger than that for the pH = 12 solution with 3 ± 0.2 to
5 ± 0.2 μN. The underwater oil-adhesion on the micro- or
nanoscale structure Cu(OH)2 mesh films increased with the
pH, as shown in Figure 3b. One can clearly see that the oil
adhesion dramatically decreases with increasing pH from 8.0 to
10.0. When the pH value is lower than 8.0, the CMF shows
high oil adhesion, but the situation is opposite of that when the
pH value is larger than 10.0. At a low pH, when the pH value is
less than the pKa value of the HS(CH2)10COOH, the carboxylic
groups on neighboring HS(CH2)10COOH are protonated by
the acidic solution. The oil wetting state is the Cassie

Figure 1. SEM images of the original (a, b) and Cu(OH)2 coated on
superoleophobic CMF (c, d). The insets in b and d show the larger
view of single mesh wires.

Figure 2. Underwater equilibrium oil contact angle (EOCA) of the
micro- and nanoscale structured CMF to different oil droplets in acidic
(pH = 2) and basic (pH = 12) solutions.

Figure 3. pH-manipulated underwater oil-adhesion wetting behavior
of the micro- and nanoscale structured CMF. (a) Adhesive force
versus distance curves recorded with an underwater oil droplet under
different pH values. (b) Variation of underwater oil adhesive force
against distance under different pH values (1,2-dichloroethane, 4 μL).
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impregnating wetting state. But at a higher pH, when the pH
value is larger than the pKa value of the HS(CH2)10COOH, the
carboxylic groups are deprotonated basic solution. The wetting
state stays in a typical Cassie state. The difference of the
underwater OCA and oil adhesive force of the CMF under
different pH values of solutions is caused by changing the
wetting states, owing to the carboxylic acid groups being
protonated or deprotonated by an acidic or basic solution.

3. THERMODYNAMIC INVESTIGATION
3.1. Basic Wetting Theory on the Micro- and

Nanoscale Hierarchical Semicircular Structure. In this
section, to investigate an oleophobic surface in water, we mainly
discuss the solid/water/oil interface. Similarly, if an oil droplet
is located at a smooth underwater solid surface, the
underwater−oil intrinsic CA θow is given by33

θ
γ θ γ θ

γ
=

−
cos

cos cos
ow

oa
o

wa
w

ow (1)

where θo is oil intrinsic CA in air and θw is water intrinsic CA in
air. γoa, γwa, and γow are the surface tensions at oil−air, water−
air, and oil−water interfaces. The underwater−oil wetting state
with the micro- and nanotexture CMF can be explained by the
intrusion pressure (ΔP) which can be described by the
following equation:34

γ θΔ = −P l Acos / (2)

where γ stands for the interface tension, l stands for the length
of the mesh pore, A stands for the pore cross-sectional area, and
θ stands for intrinsic contact angle. According to eq 2, water (γ
= 72.8 mN/m) can be trapped in the micro- and nanoscale
structure of the copper mesh film, owing to ΔP < 0 (water
intrinsic contact angle θ = 70° ± 1° within the acid and θ = 49°
± 1° within the basic solution on the copper mesh). 1,2-
Dichloroethane (γ = 24.15 mN/m) is considered as oil. It
cannot completely wet into micro- and nanoscale structure
copper mesh film caused by ΔP > 0 (θow = 95° ± 2° within an
acid solution and θow = 130° ± 2° within a basic solution) of
the CMF in water, leading to the different amount of oil
wetting in the micro- and nanostructures under different pH
values of solution, which cause the different oil adhesion forces.
In this article, compared to the case with the Cassie
impregnating and Cassie state wetting state in a water−air−
solid system,2 the situation in a water−oil−solid system with
Cassie impregnating (the microroughness is completely filled
with oil, the nanoroughness is filled water) and Cassie state
wetting state (the micro- and nanoroughness is filled water,
while oil did not penetrate into the troughs of micro- and

nanoroughness) of an underwater−oil droplet residing on the
micro- and nanoscale semicircular structure are proposed as
shown in Figure 4. In calculation, the micro- and nanoscale
semicircular structure is a composite with the semicircular base
angle (α), radius (R), and spacing (b). Subscripts 1 and 2 stand
for microtexture and nanotexture.
Cassie35 et al. developed a model to calculate the contact

angle in an air−water−solid system. In an underwater three
phase system, an oil droplet is located at the solid and water;
the apparent contact angle (θCB) of an oil droplet can be
calculated by the Cassie equation:

θ θ= + −r f fcos cos 1CB f ow (3)

If an oil droplet is located at the solid and oil, the apparent
contact angle (θW) of an oil droplet can be calculated by the
Wenzel equation36

θ θ= rcos cosw ow (4)

From the result with ref 37, it is noted that the equilibrium CA
equation on the micro- and nanotexture surface is the same as
the typical Wenzel or Cassie−Baxter equation; only the
intrinsic CA is replaced by the equilibrium CA on a
nanotexture. Thus, the contact angle (θCI) for the Cassie
impregnating state on the semicircular micro- and nanotexture
surface can be expressed as

θ θ= rcos cosCI 1 1 (5)

The contact angle (θC) for the Cassie wetting state on the
Semicircular micro- and nanotexture surface can be given:

θ θ= + −r f fcos cos 1C f 1 1 11 (6)

while the effective equilibrium contact angle of the under-
water−oil droplet can be defined as

θ θ= + −r f fArccos( cos 1)1 f 2 ow 22 (7)

where the wet area roughness ratio rf and the solid fraction f for
the 2D model with micro- and nanotexture may be represented
as rf1 = α1/sin α1, f1 = 2R1 sin α1/(2R1 + b1), rf2 = α2/sin α2, f 2 =
2R2 sin α2/(2R2 + b2); a roughness factor r of micro- and nano-
semicircular can be defined as r1 = (πR1 + b1)/(2R1 + b1), r2 =
(πR2 + b2)/(2R2 + b2). Therefore, in this article, the Cassie
impregnating and Cassie wetting state can effectively investigate
the microtexture noncomposite and composite oil wetting state
if only the intrinsic OCA (θow) with the microtexture
noncomposite and composite state is effectively replaced with
the equilibrium OCA on a nanotexture (θ1). For a Cassie
wetting state, an oil droplet is located at the top of the
semicircular microstructure with oil liquid penetrating the

Figure 4. Under acidic solution conditions, an oil droplet can be adhesive on the surface (a). (XCOOH = 0.6), while under basic solution conditions,
oil droplets easily roll (b). Reversible transitions between the Cassie impregnating wetting state and Cassie state wetting state can be achieved by
simply changing the pH value.
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troughs among semicircular protrusions; the slope angles α1
and α2 stand for the amount of oil penetrating the troughs
between semicircular protrusions. Thus, the effective micro-
texture composite state may exist if the slope angle of micro-
and nanosemicircular structure is equal to the critical angle α1,
α2

38,39

α π θ α π θ= − = −;2 ow 1 1 (8)

Combining eqs 7 and 8, one can find that the penetrated
height for the microtexture composite state depends on the
underwater−oil CA on the flat surface and the geometrical
parameters of semicircular nanotexture.
3.2. Thermodynamic Investigation of the Micro- and

Nanosemicircular Structure. In the article, the model with a
3D system shown in Figure 1 is simplified into a 2D system
along specific planes, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. There are

solids existing between copper wires on the specific planes.
Meanwhile, the model can reflect the actually situation of a
copper mesh. On the basis of thermodynamic analysis, a model
of the semicircular microtextured surface with a set of
geometrical parameters (see Figures 5, 6) has been developed.
Some assumptions have been made as before;30 additionally, we

ignore the influence of the oil property of Lewis acid−base
interactions.40 Thus, the interface force of oil (γow) in different
pH value solutions keeps a constant value. The FE with its
barrier (FEB) and CA with its hysteresis (CAH) for Cassie
impregnating wetting state and Cassie state wetting state in a
water/air/solid system can be numerically calculated.

3.2.1. Gibbs Free Energy (FE) and Free Energy Barrier (FEB)
Analysis for the Oil Cassie Impregnating State. For a
microtexture noncomposite state (see Figure 5), when the oil
droplet is jumping from one semicircular protrusion to the
nearby one, there exist two positions of local equilibrium
extreme energy values which are vital to determine the FEB,
one metastable and one unstable. The metastable position is
shown schematically in Figure 5, such as the points A and D.
When the oil droplet edge recedes from the point A to B, the
vector which is caused by the interfacial forces balance leads to
the movement of the droplet to the metastable point A. When
the oil droplet edge recedes from B to D, the force vector leads
to movement of the droplet edge farther from B. Thus, the
position of point B is the unstable state which has the local
maximum free energy when the edge of the droplet is receding
from one semicircular protrusion metastable position to the
nearby one. When the drop edge advances from the point A to
C, the force vector also leads to movement of oil droplet
approach A. Thus, the position of point A is the other unstable
state which has the local maximum free energy when the edge
of the droplet is advancing from one semicircular protrusion
metastable position to the next.37 The difference between local
maximum and minimum FE can be used as the FEB. When the
droplet recedes from point A (with a CA (θA) and drop size
(LA)) to B (with a CA (θB) and drop size (LB)), the droplet
area in the x−z plane stays unchanged for the 2D model; thus,
the geometrical relationship parameters (θ, R1, b1) can be
written as
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The per unit length of free energy perpendicular in the x−z
plane at point A and B can be expressed as

γ γ= + +F l l CA
ow

A
ow so

A
so

(10)

γ γ= + +F l l CB
ow

B
ow sw

B
sw

(11)

where C is a constant which stands for the unchanged FE of the
system. Considering the micro- and nano-semicircular
structure, when eqs 1, 7, 10, and 11 are combined, the relative
free energy barrier for transition from the position A to B can
be expressed as

γ
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A
1
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(12)

Similarly, when the oil droplet advances from the position A
to C (see Figure 5), the respectively geometrical relationship
parameter and the relative FEB can be obtained.

Figure 5. Illustration of variation of microtexture noncomposite
wetting state for an oil droplet from state A to B (or to C) along the
contact line.

Figure 6. Illustration of variation of microtexture composite wetting
state for an oil droplet from state A to B (or to C) along the contact
line.
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3.2.2. Gibbs FE and FEB Analysis for the Oil Cassie State.
For a microtexture composite state, as the oil droplet edge
changes from one semicircular protrusion to the nearby one,
there also exist one metastable and one unstable state. The line
B1B2 defines the internal oil−water interface in a microtexture
composite case (see Figure 6). When the oil droplet recedes
from position A to B1, the droplet edge follows the solid surface
under out energy. Further when point B1 arrives, the droplet
does not follow the solid surface and jumps from B1 to B2.
Then it follows the solid surface to arrive at the equilibrium
position with point D. When the oil droplet edge recedes from
point B2 to D, the force vector leads to movement of the oil
droplet edge farther from point B2. Thus, the position of point
B2 is the unstable state which possesses the local maximum free
energy during the movement. While the oil droplet edge
advances from position A to C, the movement of the droplet
edge approaching point A can be caused by the force vector.
Thus, point A is another unstable state which has the local
maximum free energy when the edge of the droplet is
advancing from one semicircular microtexture metastable
position to the next. Similarly, the relationship geometrical
parameter and the FEB for transition, respectively, can be
written as
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Combining eqs 7−18, the FE and FEB curve with the Cassie
impregnating and Cassie wetting state are obtained.

3.2.3. Discussion. In this section, various CA and CAH from
the calculations of FE and FEB curves are shown in Figure 7a.
It is clear that one value of the lowest FE associated with
equilibrium oil CA (EOCA) can be found. From the inset of
Figure 7a, one can see that, if OCA varies slightly on the value
of 10−2 degree, a fluctuation can be seen in local FE curve. This
means that there is multivalued local minimum FE and
maximum FE, corresponding to metastable and unstable
equilibrium states. Furthermore, based on the same geometrical
value with different intrinsic OCA as illustrated in Figure 7a,

Figure 7. (a) Variation of normalized FE against apparent OCA for the Cassie impregnating state and the Cassie wetting state. The inset shows a
larger view of a segment of the FE curve illustrating the FEB; positions A, B, and C correspond to those in Figure 4a. ΔAB and ΔAC stand for the FEB
for receding and advancing contact line. (b) Variations of normalized advancing and receding free energy barrier (FEB) against apparent OCA for
different intrinsic OCA with the Cassie impregnating and the Cassie state. (c) Dependent of EOCA with respect to intrinsic OCA with the Cassie
impregnating and the Cassie wetting states. (d) Variations of OCAH versus the intrinsic OCA for systems. (L = 0.01 m, b1 =50 μm, R1 = 25 μm, b2 =
0.5 μm, R2 = 0.25 μm).
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the advancing and receding FEB for the Cassie impregnating
and Cassie wetting state are shown in Figure 7b. The advances
(θa), recessions CA (θr) and CAH defined as (θa − θr) are
produced by the intersecting values of advancing and receding
FE curves with the x-axis, respectively. Importantly, it is noted
that the CAH under an ideal situation is different from the
experimental results. In fact, the wetting transition behavior is
dramatically influenced by outer vibration energy. When FEB
between the Cassie impregnating state and the Cassie state can
be overtaken by outer vibration energy, an oil droplet will
transfer from the Cassie impregnating state to the Cassie state.
Considering external vibrational energy, the CAH index can be
defined.41 The area of the shaded region which can be
surrounded by the advancing FEB curve, receding FEB curve,
and x-axis stands for the CAH index. From the inset of Figure
7b, one can see that the shaded region for the acid solution (pH
= 2) is much larger than that of the basic (pH = 12) solution,
indicating that the oil droplet adhesive force with the acid
solution is much bigger than that with the basic solution. The
result is consistent with experimental results.
In underwater three phase systems, the carboxylic acid

groups are protonated or deprotonated by the acidic or basic
solution, resulting in the variation of intrinsic OCA on
responsive copper mesh films, while surface chemistry (intrinsic
OCA) is vital to determining the value of the oil contact angle
(OCA) and OCAH. Therefore, in this system, the controllable
oil adhesion is caused by the different oil wetting states on the
responsive superoleophobic surface that results from the
difference of intrinsic OCA under different environmental pH
value. The results were produced by the theory of
thermodynamic analysis. The thermodynamic analysis result
is consistent with the reference results under similar environ-
mental conditions.28,33,42 Thus, the oil wetting behavior can be
manipulated by changing the pH value of the solution. For
application of oleophobic materials, the underwater−oil
intrinsic contact angle (OCA) larger than 90° is investigated.

Herein, the interfacial oil adhesion behavior for super-
oleophobic surfaces is mainly investigated. The oil adhesion
can be analyzed by the oil contact angle hysteresis (OCAH).
Based on the FE and FEB curves, when the vibrational energy is
equal to zero, variations of EOCA and OCAH against oil
intrinsic contact angle for systems are shown in Figure 7c and
d. One can note that there is a critical intrinsic OCA θow = 109°
± 1°; when θow is larger than the critical value, the system will
stay in the Cassie wetting state; on the contrary, when θow is
lower than the critical value, the system will stay in the Cassie
impregnating state. For the fixed geometrical parameter,
substituting the critical intrinsic OCA value into eq 7, one
can obtain θ1 = 136.8° ± 2°, which is the effectively critical
intrinsic OCA where the nanosemicircular structure is
downsized. The results imply that the critical intrinsic OCA
and OCAH can be diminished by the existence of nano-
semicircular structure. Thus, the scope to achieve super-
oleophobic material has been expanded by the existence of
nanosemicircular structure. Furthermore, It can be seen that the
EOCA increases dramatically with the increasing in intrinsic
OCA for the Cassie impregnating state, indicating that the
superoleophobic has been enhanced with increasing intrinsic
OCA of an oil droplet in water, especially for the Cassie
impregnating state. Meanwhile, it should be also noted that for
fixed semicircular base radius and distance, the oil contact angle
hysteresis (OCAH) always decreases with increasing intrinsic
OCA as the free energy barrier equals zero, whereas the
OCAHs with the Cassie impregnating wetting state are
relatively larger than that of the Cassie wetting state, reflecting
that for fixed semicircular base radius and distance, the
underwater−oil adhesion force can be minimized for self-
cleaning properties in the Cassie wetting state. Therefore, the
size of oil adhesive force depends on the oil wetting state.
Combining eqs 5−8, the critical condition between the

Cassie impregnating state and Cassie states is obtained if both

Figure 8. (a) The relationship for the transition between Cassie impregnating state and Cassie state versus the critical oil intrinsic CA and the micro-
and nanotexture ratio of semicircular base distance and radius. (b) Variations of effective slope α1 with microtexture for Cassie wetting state versus
the oil intrinsic CA and the nanotexture ratio of semicircular base distance and radius. (c) Oil−water contact area under the oil droplet parameter
D1/D with the semicircular microtexture ratio of semicircular base distance and radius and slope for the Cassie wetting state.
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EOCA of the Cassie impregnating state and Cassie state are
equal. Thus, the condition of the transition can be written as
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where ξ1C = b1/R1 and ξ2C = b2/R2 is the critical ratio of the
base distance and radius with semicircular micro- and
nanotexture; θlC and θOWC stand for the critical value of the
effective angle θl and intrinsic OCA θOW. The intrinsic OCA
and micro- and nanotexture semicircular and geometrical
parameter affect the possibility of the transition between the
Cassie impregnating state and Cassie states as shown in Figure
8a. It is obvious that the oil wetting state is closely related to
the intrinsic OCA and micro- and nanotexture geometrical
parameter. For the fixed nanotexture geometrical parameters
and the intrinsic OCA, the wetting state may be transferred
from the Cassie state to Cassie impregnating state with
increasing the ratio of microtextures of semicircular, while the
situation is opposite that of the nanotextures, one can see that
for fixed the microtexture geometrical parameters and the
intrinsic OCA, the wetting state may be transferred from the
Cassie impregnating state to the Cassie state with increasing the
ratio of semicircular nanotextures. The oil droplet adhesion will
be enhanced with increasing the solid−oil contact area. For the
Cassie impregnating state, the nanosemicircular slope α2
decreases with increasing the intrinsic OCA, indicating that
the oil adhesive force will be decreased with increasing intrinsic
OCA. Meanwhile, from the conclusion and the expression of
roughness r1, one can also find that the oil contact area which
can measured the oil adhesive force decreases with increasing
the micro- and nanosemicircular ratio ξ1 or ξ2 for the Cassie
impregnating state. Furthermore, the main parameter of
effective microtexture slope angle α1 is dramatically influenced
by intrinsic OCA and the nanotexture geometrical parameter as
shown in Figure 8b, one can see that the intrinsic OCA and
nanotexture ratio geometrical parameter (ξ2) have an equally
effect on the changing of value α1, that is, at a given parameter
with the microtexture geometrical parameter, the adhesion
force will be decreased by increasing the geometrical nano-
texture ratio (ξ2) or the intrinsic OCA. Here, we define the
ratio value of D1/D as shown in Figure 6. Importantly
investigation shows that the solid and oil contact area is
eliminated with decreasing in the ratio D1/D value, leading to
the surface oil adhesion and OCAH decrease. It is interesting to
note that the ratio value D1/D decreases with increasing the
ratio of the microtexture (ξ1) or decreasing in the angle α1, as
illustrated in Figure 8c. Therefore, the above results
demonstrate that the trend which the parameters ξ1, ξ2, and
θOW affect the oil adhesive force keeps unchanged in the
wetting system, while the oil adhesive force depends on the
wetting state.

4. CONCLUSION
In this article, pH-controllable underwater−oil adhesion and
superoleophobic wetting behavior on the hierarchical-struc-
tured copper mesh films were investigated. Based on the
thermodynamic analysis, a reasonable mechanism of the pH-
controllable underwater−oil adhesion and superoleophobic

wetting behavior observed on the surface has been revealed in
an underwater three-phase system. In theory, the oil Cassie
impregnating and Cassie wetting state on a more general micro-
and nanoscale hierarchical semicircular structure has been
proposed. Furthermore, the variation of chemistry (intrinsic oil
contact angle (OCA)) parameters of the responsive semi-
circular microtexture that due to the carboxylic acid groups are
protonated or deprotonated by the acidic solution or basic
solution on FE with its barrier and EOCA and oil contact angle
hysteresis (OCAH) are symmetrically discussed. It should be
noted that the surface is underwater superoleophobic under
different pH values of the solution; however, the underwater−
oil adhesion on the surface is dramatically influenced by the pH
value of solution. In underwater−water/oil/solid systems, the
wetting mechanism reveals that the difference with underwater
OCA and oil adhesion of the responsive copper mesh film
under different pH values of solution are caused by the different
oil wetting state that results from combining the changing
intrinsic OCA and micro or nanostructures. These results are in
good agreement with the experiment. The above results are
hopeful to give some criteria for optimization design of practical
superoleophobic surfaces and prediction of superoleophobic
wetting behavior.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Copper mesh films purchased from a local wire mesh

store. n-Octadecylthiol (96%) was purchased from across organics.
KOH, NaOH, and HCl were analytical-grade reagents. HCl and
NaOH were used to regulate the acid−base property of the aqueous
media.

Fabrication the Nanowire on the CMF. The original copper
mesh films were immersed in diluted HCl (2 mol L−1) to remove any
surface oxide layer and sequentially cleaned with deionized water and
acetone for at least three times. Then, the copper mesh films were
dried by nitrogen gas for 5 min first. The Cu(OH)2 nanowires were
coated on the copper mesh film by a electrochemical deposition
method. The copper mesh film was considered as the working
electrode whereas the stainless steel sheet (surface area = 2 cm2) was
considered as the counter electrode. The reference electrode was a
saturated calomel electrode. The Cu(OH)2 nanowires was grown
under a constant current density of 2 mA cm−2 in KOH (2 mol L−1)
aqueous solution for 2500 s at room temperature. Finally, the copper
mesh film with Cu(OH)2 was picked up from the solution, washed
with distilled water, and dried in a N2 stream.

Modification Responsive Molecules on the CMF. After
Cu(OH)2 nanowires were electrochemically deposited on the CMF,
the CMF was coated with a layer of Au using a sputter coater. Then
the copper meshes were dipped into a mixed thiol ethanol solution of
HS(CH2)9CH3 and HS(CH2)10COOH for about 12 h. we keep the
total concentration with 1 mmol L−1 and the concentration fraction of
HS(CH2)9CH3 and HS(CH2)10COOH was set as 2:3. After the thiol
modification, the CMFs were picked up and washed with anhydrous
ethanol and dried in a drying oven.

Instrumentation and Characterization. Scanning electronmi-
croscopy images comes from JEOL JSM-5600LV scanning electron
microscopes with Au-sputtered specimens. The water and oil contact
angles were obtained by a DSA 100 instrumentation (kruss company,
Germany). The acidic and basic aqueous solutions consist of HCl and
NaOH. The pH values were measured by pH instrumentation (PB-10,
Sartorius). The adhesive force was obtained by a high sensitivity
microelectromechanical balance (Dataphysics DCAT 11, Germany).
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